1. Product Description
Stonetack® is a high quality self-adhesive natural stone veneer designed to be applied to interior walls.

2. Applications
Stonetack® is intended for interior spaces with temperatures between 15°C and 40°C, and relative humidity between 40% and 60%.

3. Product Storage
This product should be stored indoors. Before beginning installation, storing the boxes of self-adhesive natural stone for at least 4 hours in the interior area where the work will be done is recommend for tempering. Store the product at room temperature to prolong its shelf life.

4. Preparing the Substrate (Wall)
The wall substrate materials should be cohesive, with a uniform surface that does not pose risks of cohesion failure. Stonetack® can be installed on the following walls/substrates: ceramic tile, smooth cement, painted walls* (ensure that the paint is properly fixed to the wall. Performing a preview test in a small area is recommended before installing a complete wall), varnished wood

*If the paint is in poor condition, it should be removed with sandpaper, and the wall should be vacuumed to remove dust, then cleaned with a sponge.

Inappropriate walls/substrates: Wallpaper, unprimed plaster, non-cohesive supports such as cardboard.
The support should be perfectly smooth, level, solid and compact, free of cracks, and clean and free of any dust, dirt or grease. Any irregularity on the surface that measures more than 0.7 mm should be removed (sanded and cleaned). Use lint-free cloth with a mild, quick-drying solvent (such as alcohol) to clean the wall, or vacuum to remove dust. Do not use detergents or soap and water. The surface should be completely dry before beginning the installation of Stonetack®. If water by itself is used, let dry at least 1 hour.

TIP: When installing Stonetack® on a corner, we recommend painting the surface with matte gray paint beforehand to disguise potential irregularities and enhance the end result.

5. Installation
The temperature of the materials (substrate and pieces of self-adhesive stone) should be between 15°C and 35°C during installation, with relative humidity of between 40% and 60%.
Installation of the product on surfaces with a temperature of less than 10°C is not recommended. (At lower temperatures the initial adhesion strength is decreased, and the time to achieve maximum strength is increased.) Always begin installation at the lower part of the wall and proceed upward. Use of a level is advised to ensure the tiles are perfectly horizontal.

Be sure to locate the position where you want to adhere the panel before removing the protective film. Once the panel is adhered, it cannot be readjusted or removed.

TIP: The easiest way to install the panel is by following these steps:

1. Remove the protective film from the panel to the halfway point.
2. Position the panel, holding it on the lower part that is still covered with protective film.
3. Apply the upper part of the panel, then remove the rest of the protective film to completely attach it.
4. Press the panel to the wall with your hands for at least 5 seconds to adhere it.
It is possible to install Stonetack with staggered or non-staggered joints.

Do not add additional weight to the panel.

TIP: If irregularities (overly visible joints) are apparent when the installation is finished, they can be disguised by applying matte dark gray spray paint. It is important to protect the panels from staining. Any stain, however, can be easily removed with a rag and some acetone.

6. Interface Resolution
Use slate cutters, a jigsaw, or a radial saw with the appropriate blade for cutting natural stone if the interface cannot be dealt with using a utility knife.

7. Maintenance
Use only gentle, fast-drying cleaning solutions.
Ideally, dust should be removed by vacuuming.
Do not use wet scouring pads, as this may introduce water between the stones.

8. Limited product warranty
CUPA STONE Stonetack® warranty: two years from date of manufacture against material and manufacturing defects.
This warranty does not cover damages from incorrect use, application, or storage, when procedures recommended by CUPA STONE are not followed.
Important Notice: The user is responsible for determining if Stonetack® is suitable for the user’s application method. Given that there are factors that could affect Stonetack®’s performance, and these are known to and under the control of the user, it is essential that the user assess the product to determine if it is suitable for a specific purpose in particular, and appropriate for the application method employed by the user.
Test results and recommendations do not constitute an express warranty.

9. Decorating ideas
A good option for improving the look of walls with Stonetack® installed is outlining them with trim (metal, wood, PVC, etc.).

One panel with lots of options! Try cutting slabs of Stonetack® with a utility knife to design creative mosaics.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
All of the declarations, technical information and recommendations relative to CUPA STONE products are based on information considered trustworthy. Nevertheless, their accuracy and reliability are not guaranteed. Before using a product, the user should determine the suitability of the product for its intended use. The user assumes all risks and responsibilities that derive from its use.

Any declaration or recommendation by the Seller that does not appear in current CUPA STONE publications will not have any force or effect unless a signed agreement is obtained from CUPA STONE.

These declarations replace all express or implied warranties, including, but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, which shall not apply.

THE SELLER SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO THE USER OR ANY OTHER PERSON, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, FOR NEGLIGENCE OR STRICT LIABILITY, OR FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR INJURIES INCURRED THROUGH THE USE OF ANY CUPA STONE PRODUCTS.